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Background and Objectives: Fluorescence‐guided re-
section of glioblastomas (GBM) using 5‐aminolevulinic acid
(5‐ALA) improves intraoperative tumor visualization and is
thus widely used nowadays. During resection, different
fluorescence levels can usually be distinguished within the
same tumor. Recently, we demonstrated that strong, vague,
and no fluorescence correspond to distinct histopathological
characteristics in newly diagnosed GBM. However, the
qualitative fluorescence classification by the neurosurgeon
is subjective and currently no comprehensive data on in-
terobserver variability is available. The aim of this study
was thus to investigate the interobserver variability in the
classification of 5‐ALA fluorescence levels in newly diag-
nosed GBM.
Study Design/Materials and Methods: A questionnaire
investigating the interobserver variability in 5‐ALA fluo-
rescence quantification was performed at a nation‐wide
neurosurgical oncology meeting. The participants involved
in the neurosurgical/neurooncological field were asked to
categorize 30 cases of 5‐ALA fluorescence images derived
fromGBM resection on a lecture hall screen according to the
widely used three‐tier fluorescence classification scheme
(negative, vague, or strong fluorescence). Additionally, par-
ticipants were asked for information on their medical
background such as specialty, level of training, and experi-
ence with 5‐ALA fluorescence‐guided procedures. Interob-
server agreement was defined as the calculated mean κ
values for each observer.
Results: A total of 36 questionnaires were included in the
final analysis. The mean average κ value in fluorescence
classification within the entire cohort was 0.71± 0.12 and
29 (81%) participants had a substantial or almost perfect
interobserver agreement (κ values 0.6–1.0). Interobserver
agreement was significantly higher in neurosurgeons
(mean κ: 0.83) as compared with non‐neurosurgeons in-
volved in the neurooncological field (mean κ: 0.52;
P< 0.001). Furthermore, interobserver agreement was
significantly higher in participants who had experience

with at least 25 5‐ALA fluorescence‐guided surgeries
(mean κ: 0.87) compared with less experienced colleagues
(mean κ: 0.82; P= 0.039).
Conclusion: Our study found a high interobserver agree-
ment in the qualitative classification of different 5‐ALA
fluorescence levels in newly diagnosed GBM. Interobserver
agreement increases significantly in more experienced par-
ticipants and therefore a high level of experience is crucial
for reliable intraoperative fluorescence classification. Lasers
Surg. Med. © 2020 The Authors. Lasers in Surgery and
Medicine published by Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

Surgical tumor resection represents the initial treatment
of choice in newly diagnosed glioblastomas (GBM) [1]. In
such tumors, extent of resection strongly correlates with pa-
tient prognosis and thus maximum safe resection of GBM
is the neurosurgical goal [2,3]. However, incomplete resection
of the contrast‐enhancing GBM tissue is commonly found in
up to 80% of cases due to their highly infiltrative growth and
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poor intraoperative visualization of the tumor margin [4‐6].
In the last two decades, fluorescence‐guided surgery
using 5‐aminolevulinic acid (5‐ALA) has been established as
powerful technique for improved intraoperative detection of
GBM tissue [7]. In particular, Stummer et al. demonstrated a
significantly higher rate of complete resections of malignant
gliomas and a prolonged progression‐free survival in patients
with 5‐ALA fluorescence‐guided surgery compared with
conventional white‐light procedures [6,8].
Generally, different 5‐ALA fluorescence levels can

be distinguished during resection of GBM by the
neurosurgeon [6,9,10]. While most prior studies applied
dichotomous (negative/positive) fluorescence categorization,
the second most commonly applied quantification system
distinguishing a larger number of fluorescence levels is the
three‐tier classification in strong, vague, and no fluorescence
(see Fig. 1) [6,11]. In a recent study, we demonstrated that
these three fluorescence levels are characterized by distinct
differences in specific histopathological parameters in newly
diagnosed GBM [12]. These different fluorescence levels are
thus capable to support the neurosurgeon visualizing spe-
cific intratumoral regions (compact vs. infiltrative tumor) to
achieve maximal safe resection of GBM [12]. Nevertheless,
this currently applied qualitative fluorescence classification
system is subjective and in consequence observer‐dependent
[13‐16]. Although this three‐tier fluorescence classification
system is widely used, no systematical analysis of its in-
terobserver variability is currently available.
The aim of this study is, therefore, to systematically an-

alyze the interobserver variability in the three‐tier classi-
fication of different 5‐ALA fluorescence levels in newly di-
agnosed GBM by means of a questionnaire‐based analysis.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

We performed a questionnaire‐based analysis exam-
ining the classification of intraoperative images with
varying amounts of 5‐ALA fluorescence in newly diag-
nosed GBM. This study was conducted in the course of the
25th Annual Meeting of the Section for Neurosurgical
Oncology of the Austrian Society of Neurosurgery in May
2018 and included participants with variable experience

in 5‐ALA fluorescence procedures. The present study
was approved by the ethics committee of the Medical
University of Vienna (EK 419/2008, Amendment).

Acquisition of Fluorescence Images

Video archives were screened for high‐quality intra-
operative digital images of 5‐ALA fluorescence‐guided
resections in newly diagnosed GBM. The selected im-
ages of varying amounts of fluorescence were obtained
during different stages of fluorescence‐guided resection
of the contrast‐enhancing compact tumor, infiltration
zone, and the resection cavity. Images were only in-
cluded if postoperative histopathological assessment
confirmed the diagnosis of GBM. All patients received a
standard dose of 5‐ALA (20mg/kg bodyweight) approx-
imately 3 hours prior to induction of anesthesia. For
intraoperative fluorescence visualization, specifically
equipped neurosurgical microscopes (Pentero or NC4;
Carl Zeiss Surgical GmbH, Oberkochen, Germany) were
applied. To guarantee comparable imaging quality, both
microscopes used PpIX fluorescence detection hardware
with identical wavelength settings and were subject to
factory‐adjustment of fluorescence visualization.

Questionnaire Design

For the assessment of the variability in the subjective
classification of different amounts of 5‐ALA fluo-
rescence, we designed a specific questionnaire. The first
section of this questionnaire asked for general in-
formation about the participants including the home
medical center, use of 5‐ALA at their center (yes or no),
annual case number of 5‐ALA surgeries at their center
(<20 cases, 20–50 cases, >50–100 cases, >100 cases), the
specialty (neurosurgery or other), level of training
(resident or attending), personal clinical focus on neu-
rooncology (yes or no), and the approximate total
number of 5‐ALA surgeries performed by the partic-
ipants as primary surgeon and assistant, respectively.
In the second part of the questionnaire, participants
were requested to rate a total of 30 intraoperative im-
ages of varying 5‐ALA fluorescence according to the

Fig. 1. Illustration of typical qualitative 5‐aminolevulinic acid fluorescence levels observed
during fluorescence‐guided surgery of glioblastomas. (A) Intraoperative image showing a
specimen that was classified to show no fluorescence according to all 36 (100%) observers.
(B) Image of a specimen categorized as vague fluorescence by 33 of 36 (92%) observers.
(C) Photograph of a specimen classified as strong fluorescence by all 36 (100%) observers.
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commonly used three‐tier classification system (neg-
ative, vague, or strong fluorescence; see Fig. 1).

Data Collection

This questionnaire was distributed to the attendees of
the Annual Meeting of the Section for Neurosurgical
Oncology. Initially, the principles of the three‐tiered
fluorescence classification system were explained to all
participants in a short presentation by the first author
(M.M.). The audience was then asked for their anonymous
and voluntary participation in our study. Attendees that
chose to participate were asked to fill out the ques-
tionnaire's general information part first. Thereafter, the
auditorium was darkened, and the 30 intraoperative im-
ages were presented to the participants in a random order
on the lecture hall screen. Each image was presented for
10 seconds and during this time period the participants
classified and documented the fluorescence status of each
image as negative, vague, or strong fluorescence.

Data Analysis

Statistical analyses were performed using “R” (Version
3.5.3; R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna,
Austria). Figures were created using ggplot 2 software
(Version 3.2.0; Springer‐Verlag; New York, NY). General
interobserver variability was assessed calculating Cohen's κ
values for the agreement of each pair of observers. Each
observer was then assigned the mean κ value of his
assessment measured against all other observers and fur-
ther analyses of the agreement in the complete cohort were
based on these values. To detect possible incorrectly com-
pleted questionnaires, median absolute deviation (MAD) for
the entire cohort as well as the analyzed subgroups was
calculated and outliers (distance from median >3 MAD)
were excluded. To further evaluate agreement in subgroups
according to home medical center, use of 5‐ALA and annual
number of 5‐ALA procedures at the center, specialty, level of
training, personal clinical focus, and experience in 5‐ALA
guided surgery (<25 vs. ≥25 cases) as surgeon and assistant
we calculated the mean Cohen's κ within the respective
subgroups. The distribution of mean κ values between the
subgroups was subsequently analyzed for statistically sig-
nificant differences using the non‐parametric Mann–
Whitney U test for dichotomous variables and the non‐
parametric Kruskal–Wallis test for number of annual 5‐ALA
procedures, where four groups were analyzed. κ values were
interpreted according to earlier studies on interobserver
agreement in diagnostic tests [17]. The level of significance
for inferential statistical analyses was set at P= 0.05.

RESULTS

A total of 40 questionnaires were collected after the
presentation of 30 intraoperative images of varying
amounts of 5‐ALA fluorescence in newly diagnosed GBM
derived from altogether 22 patients/surgeries. Altogether,
four of these questionnaires had to be excluded from final
analysis as a result of complete absence of general
information on the participant (n= 2) and assumed

incorrect completion of the form (n= 2) due to distance
from median >3 MAD and individual implausible ratings
(e.g., rating of no fluorescence in an image rated strongly
fluorescent by all other observers). Therefore, 36
questionnaires remained in the final analysis of this
study.

General Information on Participants

Of the 36 participants, 26 (72%) were affiliated with
academic medical centers and 10 (28%) with non‐
academic medical centers. A total of 24 (67%) ques-
tionnaires were obtained from neurosurgeons, while the
remaining 12 (33%) questionnaires were provided by non‐
neurosurgical participants. According to the level of
training in the group of neurosurgeons (n= 24), 10 (42%)
were attendings and 11 (46%) were in residency. The re-
maining 3 (12%) neurosurgeons provided no information
in that regard. Of 22 neurosurgeons with available data
on the personal clinical focus, 17 (77%) participants stated
a specialization on neurooncology. A total of 33 (92%)
raters provided information on the use of 5‐ALA at their
center and according to these data 5‐ALA was im-
plemented in the majority of cases (30 of 33 participants;
91%). With regard to the annual number of 5‐ALA pro-
cedures at their center, 4 (15%) participants estimated
less than 20 cases, 7 (26%) indicated 20–50 cases, 4 (15%)
stated 50–100 cases, and 12 (44%) reported >100 cases.
According to the total number of 5‐ALA procedures per-
formed by each participating neurosurgeon with available
data, 13 (65%) indicated <25 procedures and 7 (35%) ≥25
operations as primary surgeon. As assistant, 11 (50%)
neurosurgeons stated <25 5‐ALA operations and 11 (50%)
declared ≥25 operations. Further details are provided in
Table 1.

Overall Interobserver Variability

According to the classification of images with varying
amounts of 5‐ALA fluorescence, the mean average κ value
within the entire cohort of 36 participants was 0.71± 0.12
with values ranging from 0.38 to 0.81. In detail, 29 (81%)
of 36 participants had a substantial interobserver agree-
ment (κ value 0.6–0.8; n= 25; 69%) or almost perfect in-
terobserver agreement (κ value 0.8–1.0; n= 4; 11%). In
contrast, the remaining 7 (19%) participants had a mod-
erate interobserver agreement (κ value 0.4–0.6; n= 5;
14%) or slight interobserver agreement (κ value 0.2–0.4;
n= 2, 5%). We never observed participants with a poor
interobserver agreement (κ value <0.2) in our study. For
details see Figure 2.

Subgroup Analysis by Specifics of the Home
Medical Center

We did not find a statistically significant difference in
the interobserver variability in the fluorescence classi-
fication between participants from academic (mean κ:
0.69± 0.14; range: 0.37–0.80) and non‐academic centers
(mean κ: 0.76± 0.06; range: 0.62–0.83; p= 0.069). Fur-
thermore, the interobserver agreement was significantly
higher in participants from centers using 5‐ALA
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(mean κ: 0.78± 0.09; range: 0.52–0.86) compared with
colleagues from centers not using this technique (mean κ:
0.62± 0.04; range: 0.57–0.65; p= 0.022). Moreover, the
interobserver agreement between participants from cen-
ters with less than 20 annual 5‐ALA operations was lower
(mean κ: 0.58± 0.09 range: 0.48–0.68) compared with
centers with 20–50 (mean κ: 0.84± 0.03, range: 0.80–0.87),
>50–100 (mean κ: 0.84± 0.05, range: 0.79–0.89) and >100
(mean κ: 0.86± 0.05, range: 0.77–0.90) annual 5‐ALA
surgeries (p= 0.007). Details are given in Figure 2.

Subgroup Analysis by Specialty, Level of Training,
and Personal Clinical Focus

According to the specialty, the interobserver agreement in
fluorescence classification was significantly higher in the
subgroup of neurosurgeons (mean κ: 0.83± 0.05; range:
0.74–0.88) compared with non‐neurosurgeons (mean κ:
0.52± 0.12; range: 0.31–0.66; P< 0.001). Further, the mean κ
values of neurosurgical attendings (mean κ: 0.86± 0.06;
range: 0.73–0.90) were slightly higher compared with neu-
rosurgical residents (mean κ: 0.83± 0.04; range: 0.76–0.87).
However, this difference did not reach statistical significance
(P= 0.112). With regard to the personal clinical focus, the
interobserver agreement was significantly higher in neuro-
surgeons specialized in neurooncology (mean κ: 0.85± 0.05;
range: 0.74–0.90) compared with neurosurgeons with a dif-
ferent clinical focus (mean κ: 0.76± 0.04; range: 0.72–0.81;
P= 0.006). See also Figure 3.

Subgroup Analysis by Practical Experience With
5‐ALA Procedures

With regard to the total number of 5‐ALA fluorescence‐
guided surgeries performed as primary surgeon, the inter-
observer agreement was significantly higher among partic-
ipants with at least 25 procedures (mean κ: 0.87± 0.04;

range: 0.80–0.89) compared with less experienced neuro-
surgeons (mean κ: 0.82± 0.05; range: 0.73–0.87; P= 0.039).
Finally, a significantly higher interobserver agreement was
also present in neurosurgeons that assisted in at least 25
5‐ALA operations (mean κ: 0.84± 0.05; range: 0.74–0.89)
compared with neurosurgeons that assisted in less than 25
5‐ALA procedures (mean κ: 0.80± 0.04; range: 0.74–0.84;
P= 0.048). Details are given in Figure 3.

DISCUSSION

Nowadays, 5‐ALA fluorescence‐guided surgery is widely
applied in the surgical treatment of GBM. During these
procedures, distinct fluorescence levels can usually be
observed within the same GBM. Frequently, these fluo-
rescence levels are qualitatively classified by the treating
neurosurgeon according to a three‐tier scheme in strong,
vague, and no fluorescence. In a recent study, we found
that strong fluorescence was consistent with compact
tumor tissue in the majority of cases, whereas vague
fluorescence corresponded mainly to infiltrative tumor
tissue [12]. Furthermore, we demonstrated a significant
correlation of the different fluorescence levels with his-
topathological criteria of malignancy, proliferation, and
microvessel density [12]. Consequently, these different
fluorescence levels are capable to support the neuro-
surgeon visualizing specific intratumoral regions such as
compact contrast‐enhancing tumor or infiltrative non‐
enhancing tumor in order to achieve maximal safe re-
section of GBM. However, no systematical analysis of the
interobserver variability in the classification of 5‐ALA
fluorescence in newly diagnosed GBM between different
observers is currently available in the literature.

Preliminary Data

In our previous study on the histopathological analysis
of different 5‐ALA fluorescence levels, we also investigated
the interobserver variability between different neuro-
surgeons [12]. In this sense, participating neurosurgeons
separately classified the same photographs of varying
degrees of fluorescence derived from 5‐ALA fluorescence‐
guided surgery of newly diagnosed GBM [12]. According to
our earlier data, we found an almost perfect interobserver
agreement of all observers [12]. However, this study was
limited by the small number of participating neurosurgeons
(n=6) [12]. Additionally, the cohort of observers was highly
homogenous, comprising only neurosurgeons from the same
center and with extensive experience in 5‐ALA fluorescence‐
guided procedures [12].

Present Study

Based on these preliminary data [12], we thus designed a
systematical analysis of interobserver variability of different
5‐ALA fluorescence levels in a cohort of observers involved in
the neurosurgical/neurooncological field. In the present study,
we thus performed a questionnaire‐based analysis inves-
tigating the classification of intraoperative images with
varying amounts of fluorescence in newly diagnosed GBM at
a specialized nation‐wide meeting for neurosurgical oncology.

TABLE 1. Rater Characteristics

n %

Number of raters 36 100
Medical center
Academic 26 72
Non‐academic 10 28

Use of 5‐ALA at center
Yes 30 91
No 3 9

Specialty
Neurosurgeons 24 67
Non‐neurosurgeons 12 33

Level of traininga

Resident 11 52
Consultant 10 48

Clinical focus on
neurooncologya

Yes 17 77
No 5 23

5‐ALA, 5‐aminolevulinic acid.
aWithin neurosurgeons.
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Altogether, the data of 36 observers from different specialties,
levels of training and experience with 5‐ALA fluorescence‐
guided surgery were analyzed in this study—representing
the most comprehensive analysis of interobserver variability
in 5‐ALA fluorescence to date.

Overall interobserver variability. According to our
data, a substantial or almost perfect interobserver
agreement in fluorescence classification was found in the
majority (81%) of the 36 observers. It is of note that we
never found a poor interobserver agreement in the current

Fig. 2. Boxplot diagrams of mean interobserver agreement in the fluorescence classification in
the whole study cohort as well as in distinct subgroups. (A) A substantial mean overall
interobserver agreement was observed in the entire study cohort. (B) Interobserver agreement
was significantly higher (P= 0.022) in observers from centers using 5‐aminolevulinic acid (5‐ALA)
fluorescence‐guided surgery as compared with departments without this technique. (C) A
significantly higher interobserver agreement (P= 0.007) was found in observers from centers
performing a higher number as compared with lower number of annual 5‐ALA procedures. (D) No
significant difference (P= 0.06) in interobserver agreement was demonstrated between observers
from academic and non‐academic centers.
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study. In our initial study, we found an almost perfect
interobserver agreement for all six participating observers
with a relatively small range of κ values between 0.83 and
1.00 [12]. Interobserver agreement in our present study was
lower with κ values between 0.38 to 0.81 as compared with

our initial study. These findings are not surprising
considering that our current cohort of observers was more
heterogeneous with regard to inclusion of different
specialties and degree of experience with 5‐ALA
fluorescence‐guided procedures as compared with our

Fig. 3. Boxplot diagrams of interobserver agreement in fluorescence classification in the
subgroup of neurosurgeons. (A) Interobserver agreement was significantly higher (P< 0.001) in
neurosurgeons as compared with non‐neurosurgeons. (B) No significant difference (P= 0.112) in
the interobserver agreement was observed between neurosurgical residents and attendings.
(C) Interobserver agreement was significantly higher (P= 0.006) in neurosurgeons with personal
clinical focus on neurooncology. (D) Interobserver agreement was significantly higher in
neurosurgeons who had performed at least 25 5‐ALA fluorescence‐guided procedures as
assistant (P= 0.048) and primary surgeon (P= 0.039) compared with less experienced observers.
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primary study [12]. However, we found a high overall
interobserver agreement with a mean average κ value of
0.71± 0.12 in our entire study cohort. Taken together, our
current data demonstrate a high objectivity of the observer‐
based categorization of 5‐ALA fluorescence levels in a cohort
of 36 observers, also including observers with less
experience in 5‐ALA fluorescence‐guided surgery.

Subgroups of neurosurgeons and non‐neuro
surgeons. The subgroup of neurosurgeons included
attendings and residents who were mostly familiar with
the clinical application of 5‐ALA fluorescence, while the
subgroup of non‐neurosurgeons consisted of colleagues from
other medical specialties and medical students with an
interest in neurosurgical oncology. The observed significantly
higher agreement within neurosurgeons as compared with
non‐neurosurgeons suggests that there is a learning curve in
observer‐based fluorescence categorization and a reliable
fluorescence rating can, to some extent, be trained.

Subgroups by formal level of training and
experience with fluorescence surgery. In contrast to
the difference between neurosurgeons and non‐
neurosurgeons, there was only a slight, but non‐significant
difference in the mean κ value between neurosurgical
residents and neurosurgical attendings. It is of note that
the interobserver variability in fluorescence rating among
neurosurgical attendings analyzed in our current study was
very similar to the one observed in the raters of our previous
examination at our neurosurgical department at the
Medical University of Vienna [12]. Furthermore, we found
a significantly higher agreement between observers who
had performed ≥25 5‐ALA procedures as primary surgeon
as well as assistant in our study. These findings suggest that
actual practical experience with 5‐ALA fluorescence‐guided
surgery is a more accurate predictor for reliable fluorescence
rating than the formal level of training.

Innovations in objective fluorescence quantifica-
tion. While the routinely applied subjective classification
scheme of 5‐ALA‐induced fluorescence constitutes a
reliable method to detect tumor tissue in newly
diagnosed GBM, objective quantitative assessment of
fluorescence by spectroscopic probes measuring the
precise PpIX accumulation are increasingly examined in
first clinical studies to further enhance the diagnostic
performance of 5‐ALA [12,18‐20]. Aside from the
completely objective fluorescence quantification,
spectroscopic probes also have the potential to detect
very low concentrations of PpIX that do not cause any
visible fluorescence [18‐20]. Therefore, these spectroscopic
probes are capable to increase the relatively low
sensitivity of visible 5‐ALA‐induced fluorescence [18‐20].

Study limitations. The following limitations of the
present study have to be mentioned: (I) first of all, no
definitive statement regarding the interobserver
variability in recurrent GBM can be made in this study
since only newly diagnosed GBM were included. However,
the scope of this study was to analyze the interobserver

variability in newly diagnosed GBM with lack of treatment
associated changes. (II) Furthermore, no correlation of the
subjectively categorized fluorescence levels with specific
histopathological parameters was performed in this study.
However, a comprehensive examination of the validity of
qualitatively analyzed 5‐ALA fluorescence levels as
compared with histopathology (hematoxylin–eosin
staining, CD34, proliferation index) is already provided in
a recent study performed by our group [12]. (III) In the
current study, the interobserver variability was only
analyzed in the frequently applied three‐tiered
classification system, but not in other less commonly
used classification systems with four or even five
fluorescence levels [11,14,16,20‐28]. Therefore, our study
provides an insight only in the interobserver variability of
the commonly applied three‐tiered fluorescence
classification, whereas the calculated values do not apply
to other subjective classification systems and
discrimination between a larger number of fluorescence
levels is likely to be associated with an increased
interobserver variability. (IV) Finally, the fluorescence
rating of the majority of observers in our study does not
necessarily imply correctness of classification. In our
opinion, the gold standard to objectively measure
fluorescence serving as a reference would be the
spectroscopic analysis of fluorescence. Indeed,
spectroscopic probes that are capable to objectively
measure the quantitative 5‐ALA‐induced protoporphyrin
IX accumulation (PpIX concentration) during tumor
resection were recently introduced to the neurosurgical
field [19,20]. Therefore, the subjective observer‐based
fluorescence classification should thus be compared with
objective 5‐ALA induced protoporphyrin IX accumulation
(PpIX concentration) measured by spectroscopic probes
serving as a reference in a future study.

CONCLUSIONS

In the present study, we systematically investigated for the
first time the interobserver variability of different 5‐ALA
fluorescence levels in newly diagnosed GBM in cohort of 36
observers involved in the neurosurgical/neurooncological
field. According to our data, we found a substantial/almost
perfect interobserver agreement in fluorescence classification
in themajority of observers in our study.Within the subgroup
of neurosurgeons, a further decrease in interobserver varia-
bility was observed in raters who had greater practical ex-
perience (≥25 procedures) with 5‐ALA fluorescence‐guided
procedures, which was a more accurate predictor for reliable
fluorescence rating than the formal level of training. To fur-
ther improve intraoperative 5‐ALA fluorescence quantifica-
tion, spectroscopic probes represent a promising technique
that should be further investigated in future clinical studies.
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